
Every credential. One place.

for Public Sector



Sigma is a platform for securely issuing 
and accepting credentials
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universities

departments
government 

agencies

Merits
certificates

licenses
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trainees
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citizens
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Merits are Standardized Statements of Truth 
about Individuals

Bachelor’s Degree in Fire Science
Butte College

Has demonstrated all necessary skills to safely extinguish residential fires.

EMT Certification
National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians

Has completed training, passed national licensing exam, and passed background check.

State Fire Training Driver Operator 1A
California Department of Motor Vehicles

Has completed 40-hour course, written exams, and passed medical exam.

Firefighting Certificate
United States Fire Administration

Firefighter has demonstrated all necessary skills to safely extinguish residential fires.

and they cannot be forged.



Digital 
Merits are 
not just 
document 
scans



Onboarding to 
Sigma is easy, 
free, quick, and 
private

At your election, a few example Merits can be created on 
a demo page that will allow you to experience Sigma and 
its capabilities, including being able to easily send 
Merits to colleagues and volunteers.

Sigma offers a comprehensive onboarding service to 
digitize records, transcribe expirations on certificates, 
and securely upload all data onto the platform.



Notable organizations currently using or evaluating Sigma



Merits are simple to add



Everything accessible via Admin Panel



Merits are issued and accepted

Sheryl Benning



Merits are easily verified on-site with QR scan

Sheryl Benning



Logs automatically created of every use



Sigma is usable on mobile or desktop



1
CERTs (Community Emergency Response Teams) and related citizen 
emergency training programs are an essential way for first responders to 
tap into trained citizen auxiliaries during emergencies.

2
First responders train hundreds of thousands of citizens through many 
CERT affiliates and need a standardized way to verify credentials across 
state lines during critical disasters.

3
Sigma online data can be consumed by governments for enhanced 
background checks and cross-sector credentialing purposes, 
automatically with no additional hassle or paperwork.

4
Cross-reference volunteers that are active in multiple disaster response 
teams, like CERT, Red Cross, VOAD, and Neighborhood Watch.

for CERTs

Active use case:



CERT Case Study: Susan

Susan has her Merits 
verified when leading a 
CPR class with the Girl 
Scouts of America, then 
easily issues new Merits 
to the trainees.

CERT FEMA NIMS HARVEY TRAINING

Susan continues her 
training online and earns 
Merits for each FEMA 
NIMS IS course, 
automatically expanding 
her profile.

Susan receives a 
Merit for each 
CERT response, 
tracking her hours 
served.

Susan earns a 
Merit from LA 
CERT that permits 
her to volunteer in 
local disaster 
scenarios.

During Hurricane Harvey, 
Susan volunteers in 
Houston, TX.  FEMA can 
easily verify her Merits 
on-site and instantly tap her 
full capacity. 

IN-FIELD
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